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INTRODUCTION .
The spider plant, Chlorophytum elatum R. Br., is a
member of the lily family_.

It originated in south Africa

and has spread al,l over the world as an o·rnamental plant.
The plant occasionally sets seeds but its

prop~gation

depends mainly on vegetat.i ve means.

met~od

This

of

reproduction provides the plant with chances ·or extended
exposures to various environmental stresses, and genic
and/or chromosomal mutations may result.
In one of the Chlorophytum stocks maintained in
the Botany greenhouse, Chen (1970) first noted that
heterozygous inversion existed.

Further cytological

observation of another stock morphologically similar to
the one Chen observed also revealed the occurrence of a
similar abnormality, but the location of the aberration
appeared to be different (Gregory and Chen,

1973).

In garlic, for which the bulb is the sole source of
propagation, Konvicka and Levan (1972) found chromosome
structural changes occurred among the morphologically
different strains o

A si_m ilar report was made by Gustafsson

{1972) who observed the presence of different types of
paracentric inversions in three hundred individuals of the
plant Atriplex long i p es,

( Chenopodiaceae) . _

The purpose of this study was to analyze cytologically
the similarities in chromosome aberrations between two

2

morphologically different stocks.of Chlorophytum elatum
available in the Botany greenhouseo

J

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the genus Chlorophytum, · seven species have been
reported to exist.

As early as 1942, Sato reported that

Chloro ph;Ytum elatum var. varie2:atum had a · somati·c · ·chromoso-me
number of 28.

His karyotypic analysis of the

r~ot

tip

cells suggested that the species had a basic number of
Later Baldwin and Speese

7.

(1951) investigated the

chromosome s of the Chlorophytum species collected in
Liberia, Arrica .and discovered . that
~vivari um

had

had

14 pairs, while

7 pairs of chromosomes.

~

~

orchidastum and

lnornatum and

c.

laxum

Thomas (1960) noted the

somatic chromosome number in Chlorophytum heynei to be
2N =

14.

Since no spec.i es in Chlorophytll!Il carries a

chromosome number lower than 14, the basic number 7 for
this plant species should be unquestionably established.
(Chen, 1970; Driscoll, 1970; and Koul, 1970).
Thus the Chlorophytum species having

14 chromosomes

are diploid whereas those containing 28 chromosomes are
tetraploid.

After discovering a mixture of diploid and

polyploid ·cells in the s _torage roots of

£:..

elatum ( 2N

=

28),

Storey ( 19.6 8) suggested that the species was autotetraploid
with the basic number N

= 7.

He failed to obtain meiotic

data for supporting his hypothesis.

Driscoll (1970)

analyzed the karyotype with root tip cells of

c.

elatum
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and found no quadruplet set of chromosomes.

With the

support of his meiotic study, he concluded that . this species
is an allotetraploid.
In Chlorophytum chromosome aberrations were first
· reported in C. heynei by Thomas (1960) •

Spontaneous ·

occurrence of reciprocal translocation between a member
of chromosome IV and chromosome VII was noted in a few roottip cells.

He sug gested that the formation of new races

with altered karyotypes might be the cumulative effect
of such chang es.
Chen (1970) recorded in a Chlorophytum elatum stock
that at Metaphas e I, 96.5 per cent of the pollen mother
cells observed showed

14 bivalents while 3.5 per cent showed

13 bivalents and two univalents.

25

per cent of the pollen grains

Pollen counts showed
nonviable~

Lagging

chromosomes, half univalents, and micronuclei were observed.
A chr.o mosome bridge accompanied by a fragment was reported.
This indicated that a heterozygous paracentric inversion
was involved in a pair of chromosomes.

Similar irregu- .

larities were observed in a stock of Chlorophytum elatum by
Driscoll (1970).

He attributed the lack of pairing to

possible environmental factors.

Chromosome abnormalities

such as fragments and micronuclei were observed at the
second meiotic division.

These were the result of the

5

inversion and unpaired chromosomes found in -the first .
meiotic division.
Other instances of - heterozygous inversions have
been found in many species of Liliaceae and its -related
families.
Doughty (1936) studied meiotic behavior in pollen
mother cells of seven species of Agave (Amaryllidaceae),
most of which reproduce vegetatively.

A few cells of

A. amaniensis showed a chromatid bridge at the first
anaphase.

Agave cantala showed trivalents, bivalents, and

univalents at metaphase.
at anaphase.

Lagging chromosomes were observed

This species showed a large portion of non-

viable pollen.

In

~

sislana abnormal pairing at metaphase

and chromosome bridges and lagging chromosomes at anaphase
were noted.

A relatively high percentage of non-viable

pollen was found.
Of the twenty-seven species of the genus Fritillaria·
studied by Frankel (1937), twenty-two showed no evidence of
inversions.

In the remaining five species, inversions

were found.
A .cytogenetic study of Allium was made by Mensinkae

(1939).

Six of the species studied were characterized

by inversion heterozygosityo

Chromosomal bridges were

reported in a varying per cent of the pollen mother cells
of the six species.

Changes in chromosome number, in
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structure, and in the genotype are the three evolutionary
variations which have been· observed in the species.
Inversion heterozygosity played a prominent role in species
differentiation of this genus.
Three morphologically different clones of the
species Allium sativum were studied by Konvicka and Levan

(1972).

Observations were made on two of the morphologi-

cally different types.

The meiotic variations included

one strain with one and two lagging univalents, a bridge
and a fragment, a fragment, or a bridge,

The other one

studied showed an interchange ring of four chromosomes.
Other irregularities noted at the first division of
meiosis -were lagging univalents, a bridge, a bridge and an
acentric fragment or a single fragment, indicating that
each clone had its own characteristic pattern of abnormalities.

They noted that the genome of Allium sativum

was evidently in the process of differentiation into a
variety of slightly different forms, characterized by their
structural chromosome organization.
The degree of chromosome pairing in the first three
inbred generations of Secale cereale was examined by
Muntzing and Akdik in 1948o

In the first inbred pairing

was almost normal, but in the second and third pairing was
variable and reduced.

Specific meiotic abnormalities were

found in the inbred plants which led to sterili'ty.

7

An account of the chromosome abnormalities found in
two sister plants of Pisum humile was made by sutton (193?-)
after one was observed to be

partiall~

sterile.

In one

plant, meiotic abnormalities such as a bridge and a fragment, one frag ment, and two fragments were observed.
plant was heterozyg ous for a paracentric inversion.

This
The.

other plant studied showed uneven pairing at metaphase and
a bridge and fragment at anaphase.

It was thought to be

Hasynaptic" owing to reduced chiasma formation and
heterozygous for various structural changes.
A study of the chromosome behavior in meiosis of
six psrtially sterile

hyb~ids

compa=ed to varieties of

cultivated rice was conducted by Yao, Henderson and
Jodon (1958).

At diakinesis and metaphase there was no

evidence of chromosome abnormalities.

However, bridges

without fragments were observed at anaphase and telophase
indicating a heterozygous inversion might be involved in
these hybrids.
Holm (1960) cited an inversion in an x-irradiated
barley population.

At anaphase, a bridge and a fragment,

a bridge and two fragments, a double bridge and two
fragments, or other similar aberrations were observed.
· In a chromosome morphology study of twenty-one
species of Cyrtanthus, four of the species had markedly_
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different chromosome morphology;

Ising (1960) attributed

most of the . group differenc-es to peri centric inversions •.
The cytological behavior of F 1 cross of Phaseolus
lunatus X Phaseolus polystachyus was investigated by
Dhaliwal ( 1962) •

In ·.the dividing pollen mother cells

in the parent species, the meiotic behavior was normal.
A number of meiotic irregularities such as non-pairing of

chromosomes, early disjunction., the presence of bridges,
and lagging chromosomes were recorded at anaphase in the
hybrid plants.

The meiotic irregularities seem to be

responsible for the high pollen sterility in F 1 hybrid
ple.nts,
In a cytological study by Honma (1968) on F 1 plants
I

of an intraspecific cross of Phaseolus

vul ~ aris,

the meiotic

behavior of the parental material was found . to be normal.
In a few of the pollen mother cells of the F 1 plants,
cells with one or two bridges were recorded.

This meiotic

irregularity indicated that the F 1 plant was heterozygous
for paracentric inversions.

The presence of these abnor-

mallties in F 1 resulted from crossing-over within the loop.
The absence of the aberration in · one of the parents is due
to the homozygosity of the inverted piece.
-carnahan and Hill (1962) studied a hexaploid clone
of Festuca arundinacea (2N

=

42).

They found bridges

and/or fragments present at AI and considered these due
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to a pairing of chromosomes heterozygous for an inversion.
Th~y

also found a

hi~hly

significartt correlation

co~ffic~ent

of +0oJ7 between the per cent of AI cells with bridges
and/or fragments and the per cent of tetrads with micronucleio
Meiotic behavior of a barley sto"ck known to have
inversions was investigated by Kreft (1968).

Abnormal

configurations were observed at both anaphase I and II.
Some of the abnormal configurations recorded were one
bridge and one fragment, one bridge only, one fragment
only, two bridges and two fragments, one bridge and two
fragments, and a large lagging fragment.

As the frequency

of abnormal configurations increased, the fertility of the
plant decreased.
The causes of chromosome aberrations were classified
into three groups by Rees (196l)o

They werer

change in

cellular environment during development, change in external
environment, and change in genotype.

Environmental varia-

tions range from very slight effects produced by minor
fluctuations in growing conditions to drastic changes such
as result from severe doses of ionizing radiation or
chemical poisons.

Effects of low temperature on chromosome

abnormalities in Ornitho ga lum virens (Liliaceae) were
demonstrated by Church and Wimber (1971).
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Sharma (1956) reported that in species of plants,
. . :....

...

where tne reproduction was mainly vegetative, chromosome
behavior in the somatic tissue were rather unusual.
Variations in chromosome number and structures were found
to occur in growing shoot apices and roottips of many
species.

Recently, Sen (1973) indicated that such poly-

somaty was widely present in species of Liliaceae and was
considered to play a role in the evolution of new genotypes.
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MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Two morphologically different stocks of Chlorophytum
elatum were selected for this investigation.

The most

·distinct difference between· the two stocks was the dark
green leaves in one (Stock A) compared to the variegated
(white stripe appears on both edges of the leaf running
the length of the leaf) leaves in the other (Stock B)
(Figure l)o
Leaves of Stock A are relatively short and broad,
about

15

centimeters long and

1.5

centimeters wide compared

to the variegated leaves which are about 20 centimeters
long and 1 centimeter wide.

Both of the stocks produce

stolons which bear clusters of whitish flowerso

The

flowers of the variegated stocks are slightly smaller than
those of the green stocko

They are propagated vegetatively

thus preserving the chromosome aberrations.
For this meiotic chromosome - study, clusters of
flower buds, approximately two to four millimeters long,
were collected between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. in the month of
April,

1973.

The whole cluster was placed in a mixture

of glacial acetic acid (1 part) and absolute ethanol (3
parts) for two days.

The material was then transferred to

?0 per cent ethanol and stored in the refrigerator at 5
until used.

c.
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Figure -1.
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-
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morphologically different stocks of
Chlorophytum elatum (A) Stock A (B) Stock B.

~wo

lJ
In preparing microscopic slides, anthers about
three

milli~eters

len~,

removed from a flower bud wefe

placed in a drop of aceta-carmine on a clean microscopic
slide, cut crosswise with a dissecting needle, and the
cells

w~re

s~ueezed

out.

After removing debris, a cover-

slip was applied and the slide was heated · gent:iy over an
alcohol flame.

The cells were then flattened gently by

pressing on the coverslip.

The cells were then examined

under a microscope • . The method of slide preparation· was
described in detail by Chen and Gregory (197)).
The occurrence of various meiotic configurations
at diakinesis or metaphase I, anaphase I and telophase II
were scored, and their frequencies were tabulated.

The

chi-square test at the five per cent confidence -level was
used to determine any significant difference between the
two stocks.

2 9 2 5·3 5
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RESULTS
A majority of the cells in both stocks observed at
diakinesis or metaphase I showed a 14-bivalent configuration
(Figure 2).
or

Of the 487 cells observed of stock A,

95 per cent had chromosomes pairing normally.

l~62

In

Stock B, 473 out of 503 or 94 per cent showed a perfect
pairing {Table I).
A fraction of the cells observed had either 13
bivalents {13 II's) and 1 open bivalent or
2 univalents {2 I's)o

13 II plus

Figure 3 is a cell showing

13 II's

plus an open II that was seen in 2.1 per cent of the cells
of Stock A studied.

A similar configuration was observed

in )o2 per cent of the cells of Stock B studiedo

Figure 4

shows a cell of Stock B at diakinesis with 13 IIDs and
2 I's present.

Cells of stock A with this type of chromosome

arrangement were found in 14 of the 487 cells studied or

2.9 per cent as indicated in Table I.

Cells of Stock B

with this similar chromosome configuration were found in
14 of the

503 cells studied or 2.8 per cento

A chi-square

test showed no significant differences in the occurrence
of the abnormal confi g urations between the two stocks at
the early meiotic stages.
A normal chromosome separation at anaphase I was
seen in

JJO

of the )86 cells or

85.3 per cent in Stock A.
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3

4
Figure 2.
Figure

J.

Figure 4.

Meiotic cell of Stock A of' Chloronhytum elatum
at metaphase I showing 14 II, XllOO~
Cell of' Stock A showing 13 II plus an open II
(indicated by arrow) at diakinesis, XlOOO.
Diakinesis configuration of' 13 II and 2 I
(indicated by arrows) in a cell of Stock B,
XlOOO.

I

•

TABLE I
CHROMOSOME ASSOCIATION AT DIAKINESIS OR METAPHASE I IN FMC'S
OF TWO STOCKS OF CHLOROPHYTUM ELATUM

Number of Cells
Observed

13 II + 1 II (open)

13 II + 2 I

14 II .

I

Number

Per Cent

Nuinber

Per Cent

Number ·. ,fer · Cent.

Stock A

487

11

2.1

14

2.9

462

95

Stock B

503

16

).2

14

2.8

473

94

X. 2 = • 8840

df = 2

......

0\
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Of the 550 cells observed in Stock B, 520 cells or
per cent were normal.

Figure

5-A shows a 14-14 separation

of the chromosomes in a cell of Stock Ao
noted in Stock A werea

94.6

The abnormalities

cells with a bridge and a fragment,

cells with a double-stranded bridge and two chromatid
fragments, and cells with a fragment but no _b ridge (Figure

5-B, C, D).
includea

In Stock B, the abnormalities observed

cells with one bridge and one fragment, and cells

with fragments but no bridge.

The configuration of a

double-stranded bridge and two fragments occurring in
Stock A was not observed in Stock B (Table II).
presence of these

ch~omosome

The

aberrancies at the rirst

meiotic .anaphase would .indicate that both of the stocks
had a pair of chromosomes heterozygous for a paracentric
1nvers1ono

However, the nature of the inversion would not

be the same, since the chi-square test showed a significant
difference between these two stocks in the frequencies of
the aberrant cells at anaphase I stage.
Further evidence for the dissimilarity of the
chromosome aberration between these two stocks was
obtained in the second meiotic division.

Cells with one

bridg e and no fragment (Fig ure 6-A) or with two fragments
(Figure 6-B ) were observed in anaphase II or tetrad stages
of stock A, but no such confi g urations were observed in
stock B .

Fi g ure

6-c

is a cell at telophase I~ showing an

18

Figure

5.

PMC's of Stock A at anaphase I showing
(A) normal separation of the homologous
chromosomes, XlOOO; (B) one bridge and acentric
fragment, XlOOO; (C) a double-stranded bridge
and two fra gments (indicated by arrow), XlOOO;
(D) a fragment (indica~ed by arrow)~ XlOOO.

.

'

:

..

.

. :

.. ·. . ~ :· ~ .'. . . ~ - .... :'..

. .. .

. _::_:· ~ : i· ..

TABLE II

ANAPHASE I CONFIGURATIONS OF TWO STOCKS
OF CHLOROPHYTUM ELATUM

I

Number of
Cells
Observed

1 Bridge

and
1 Fragment
Number Per Cent

1 Double-stranded
Bridge and
2 Fragments
Number Per Cent

Stock A

)86

14

)o6

8

2o2

·stock B

.550

21

).8

0

0

Normal

1 Fragment

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent

34

8.9

JJO

85.J

9

1.6

520

94.6

X.

2 = 70. 86*

df =

.3

.....,
\()
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Figure 6.

FMC's of stock A at anaphase II showing (A) a
bridge, Xl000J (B) two fragments {indicated by
arrow), XlOOO; (C) a tetrad showing apparently
normal distribution of the chromosomes into four
daug hter nuclei, XlOOO.

21

apparently normal distribution of the chromosomes in four
daughter nuclei.
The acentric fragments eventually became micronuclei
and were detected at the tetrad stageo

Of the 508 pollen

mother cells of Stock A observed, 21 or 4.1 per cent
carried micronuclei,
or

532

out of

(Table III).

wher~as

in Stock B, only

1.7 per cent

541 cells examined showed such an abnormality
As would be expected, Stock A which had

significantly less aberration at anaphase I showed significantly fe wer abnormal tetrads than stock B.
Pollen grain counts of both stocks (in Table IV)
showed that both stocks had a relatively low percentage of
non-viable pollen grains,

52

of 1031 or

5

per cent in

Stock A and 18 out of 1012 or 1.8 per cent in Stock B
(Table IV)o

Even thoqgh both showed low sterility, there

was a significant difference between the two.

The result

of pollen examination was consistent with the chromosome
data obtained in the second meiotic division.

22

TABLE III
RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF ABNORMAL TETRAD IN FMC'S
OF TWO STOCKS OF CHLOROPHYTUM ELATUM

Number of
Cells
ObserYed

Normal Tetrad

Tetrad with
Micronuclei

Number

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

A

508

487

95.9

21

4.1

Stock B

541

532

98.)

9

1.7

Stock

x2

= 5·75*

df = 1
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TABLE IV
VI ABILITY OF POLLEN GRAINS IN TWO STOCKS
OF CHLOROPHYTUM ELATUM

Viable

Number of
Cells
Ob se rv e d

Number

Non-viable

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

Stock A

1031

979

95.0

52

s.o

Stock B

1012

994

98.2

18

1.8

x2

=

16.45*

df = 1
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DISCUSSION
In this study, both of the stocks were found to be
heterozygous for a paracentric inversion.

During the

early stage of meiosis, synapsis brought homologous
chromosome s into side by side association.
In general, a
pair of chromosomes should lie parallel throughout their
length if the homologues had the same order of genes.
Rearrangement of any segment in one of the chromosome
pair would result in an imperfect synapsis between these
two chromosomes.

At diakinesis or first meiotic metaphase,

· they would occasionally show as two univalents or an open
bivalent.

In maize, Maguire (1966) also found cells

having heterozygous paracentrically inverted chromosomes
which did not associate at all and appeared as univalents.
The aberrancies observed in the first anaphase and
the subsequent stages of meiosis appeared to result from
crossovers occurring at various locations of the chromosomes

in the pachytene stages.

The mechanism by which the

aberrancies arise has been explained by McClintock (c.f.
Swanson,

1957) and is illustrated in Figure 7.

If the

sequence of arrangement of a normal chromosome is represented

as ABCDEFGH, an inverted homologue might be ABFEDCGH, with
the CDEF section being shifted in relation to its neighboring loci.

The centromere is located between the loci G

25
and H (Figure 7-A).

In pachytene, an inversion "loop"

will be formed when all portions of the two chromosomes .
synapse in an homolog ous fashion (Figure 7-A). · If a single
crossover takes place within the loop or inverted portion,
a chromat id bridge accompanied with an acentric fragment
will result at anaphase I (Figure 7-B).
In Stock A, besides the configuration frequently
showing up in the first anaphase, the occurrence of a
relative ly hi g h frequency of the PHC's showing a doublestranded bridg e accompanied with two fragments (Figure 7-C)
and one fra g ment but no bridge (Figure 7-D) was also noted.
This would suggest that double crossovers at positions 1
and 2 or at positions 2 and
took place.

J (Figure 7) also frequently

The config uration of two fragments but no

bridge (Fi gure 7-E)

t~as

not observed.

This was probably

due to the fact that the chance for three ·crossovers was
very low.

On the contrary, the absence of double-stranded

bridge and relatively low frequency of the occurrence of
fragments at AI in stock B would imply that double crossing
over rarely occurred within the inverted segment.
swanson (1957) indi9ated that the frequency with
which such crossovers took place depended upon the length
of the inverted segment, its location in the chromosome,
and the crossover characteristics of the individual.
Thus it appeared that the nature of inversion in
these two stocks were different.

Although the inverted
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E

Schematic diag rams illustrating (A) a pachytene
"loop'' resulting from pairing between two homologues heterozyg ous for a paracentric inversion;
(B) a bridg e and a fragment at anaphase I
resulting from a crossover at position 1 in (A);
(C) a double-stranded bridge and two fragments
resulting from crossovers at positions 1 and 2
in (A) J ( D) one fra g ment but no bridge if crossovers occurre d at positions 2 and 3 in (A);
(E) two frag ments if crossovers occurred at
positions 1, 2, and 3 in (A).
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chromosome segments in both of the stocks seemed to be
small as deduced from the low pollen sterility observed,·
a

dif~erence

in length might exist since the frequency of

double crossovers occurring in chromosome segment would be
found to. be directly related to the length of the segment.
The best way in determining cytologically the
location and the length of the inverted segments was a
pachytene chromosome analysis.

Unfortunately, due to the

stickiness of the pachytene chromosomes of Chlorophytum
elatum, this data was not available.
The occurrence of chromosome aberrations in pollen
mother cells l~d to 1nvi~bility of p6llen grains.

Carnahan

and Hill (1962) found a -highly significant correlation
between the per cent of cells with abnormal configurations
at anaphase I and the number of abnormal tetrads.

Kreft

(1968) noted that as the percentage of abnormal configurations increased, sterility decreased.

Inviability

o~

the

pollen grains of both Stocks A and B could thus be
accounted for and further substantiated the presence of an
inversion.

The difference in the viability of the pollen

grains between the two stocks illustrated a difference in
the nature of inversions involved in the plants.
studies have been conducted to explain the
occurrence of chromosomal aberrations.
Mather irradiated plants of Vicia

~

As early as 1934,
and Tradescantia
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bracteata and found that fragmentation of the chromosomes
occurred in divisions soon after irradiationo
Also in Tradescantia, Steffensen (1953, 1955)
reported that spontaneous chromosome breakage greatly
increased when magnesium or calcium was deficient in the
culture media in which

th~

plants were grown.

This condi-

tion also increased the sensitivity of the chromosomes to
x-rays.
In Chlorophytum, chromosome variations in number
or structure were noted by a number of workers (Thomas,

1960; $torey, 1968r Chen, 1970; Driscoll, 1970 and Gregory
and Chen, 1972).

Recently , Sen (197J) reported that

polysomaty, variations in chromosome number or structure,
widely occurred in the meristematic tissues of the plants
in Liliales.

The phenomenon, which must have originated

out of gene-environmental interaction at different levels
of tissue growth, plays an important role in the origin
of new genotypes through vegetative propagation.

If a .

cell carrying a new karyotype enters into the growing
point of the daughter shoot, new shoots may originate with
a genotype different from the parent.

On being detached

from the parent plant, it may later become a new individual.
Since such new genotypes have selective value, their
survival in nature is quite expected.

In the meiotic

study of an interspecific hybrid - between Emilia sanchifolia
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and~

coccinea (Compo sitae), Olorode (1973) also noted

that structure change s in chromosomes played a significant
role in the divergence of the . two species.
Gustafsson (1972) found that the frequency of
crossing over in paracentricinvers1ons in populations of
Atriplex longipes and Atriplex praicox was an influential
factor in the morphological and cytological variations
within and between the population of the two species.
In morphologically different strains of Allium
sativum, Konvicka and Levan (1972) noted that paracentric
inversions played an important role in the evolution of the

species •
. Thus the morphological and cytological differentiation between these two stocks of Chlorophytum elatum
might have been

evolv~d

in a similar fashion.

The

variegation in Stock B could have resulted from a chimeral
mutation as reported by Dermen (1960).
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SUMMARY

Meiotic chromosomes were studied in two stocks of
the spider plant, Chlorophytum elatum R. Br.
Both stocks generally showed
stages of the first division.

(2N

~

28).

14 closed bivalents at early
Occasionally; however, two

of the chromosomes did not pair, but existed separately as
two univalents, or paired loosely as one open bivalent.

A

chromosome bridge accompanied with one fragment, a doublestranded bridge plus two fragments, or simply one or two
pieces of lagging acentric chromosomes were seen at the
first or second anaphase.

These abnormalities appeared due

to the presence of a paracentric inversion in one of the
chromosome s.

Various other atypical configurations related

to this chromosome aberration were also observed in
subsequent stages.

The occurrence of a double-stranded

bridge, which apparently resulted from a

doubl~

crossing

over within an inversion loop at pachynema stage, in one
stock but not in the other would indicate that the inverted
chromosomes in the two stocks studied were not the same
either quantitatively or qualitatively.
Spontaneous aberrations caused by exposure to
different environmental conditions appeared to be responsible
for these different meiotic configurations.

Through

vegetative propagation these aberrations play an important

Jl
role in the origin of morphologically different stocks in
the species Chloronhytum elatum.

Divergence of the species

could thus evolve through spontaneous aberrations arising
from gene-environmental interaction. ·
Thus this study significantly supports the
hypothesis made by Gustafsson (1972) and Konvicka and
Levan (1972) that paracentric inversions are one of the
mechanisms causing divergence of a species thus eventually
giving rise to new species.
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